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Abstract

VP reconfiguration is a powerful and flexible tool to cope with traffic changes and/or
equipment failures in ATM networks. In the paper we present an application of a stochastic
optimization algorithm called Simulated Allocation to the problem of VP reconfiguration
in response to traffic shifts. The considered optimization task takes into account the cost of
VPs reconfiguration imposed by changes in VP routing tables, rearrangement and possible
loss of some calls in progress. Numerical results illustrating the effectiveness of the
Simulated Allocation algorithm are given.

1   Introduction

Any telecommunications network is subject to traffic variations, some of which are related to
human factors, such as office hours, while others are technology dependent, for example
compression of video information. It is the task of network operators to cope with these
variations and allocate sufficient resources according to demands. We refer to this process as
traffic management.

Current interest in traffic management is motivated by a number of factors: Services with widely
different traffic characteristics and quality of service demands must be jointly managed in the
integrated services digital network (ISDN) and in the broadband-ISDN (B-ISDN); Recent
technological achievements affect network design as advances in optical fibre technology means
that transmission becomes faster, cheaper and more reliable and switching technology has taken
a new course with the introduction of the synchronous digital hierarchy (SDH) or its equivalent



the slotted envelope network (SONET); User needs are changing with the continuous deployment
of new equipment and new applications at the user's end.

It is well known that traffic variations take place on a number of time scales. One such time scale,
say on the order of hours, can be referred to variations in the number of potential users,  i.e. the
number users in a position where they may use their equipment. Typical factors on this level
include weekdays, weekends, office hours, luncheon breaks etc., for which a suitable time scale
is on the order of hours. Traditionally, this kind of variations have been met by variable routing
schemes, e.g. DNHR in the U.S.A., but modern technology such as SDH, SONET and ATM
which deploy circuit or channel bundling by means of virtual paths (VPs) permits what in fact is
link redimensioning.

A VP is formed by reserving a certain amount of transmission capacity on a series of links and
cross connecting the reserved channels through possible, intermediate transit nodes. A network
of VPs, a virtual path network (VPN), forms a higher layer which is logically independent of the
underlying physical network. VPNs are designed to handle current traffic demands with an
acceptable grade of service, or, if all demands cannot be accommodated, to maximize some
performance metric, e.g. carried traffic profits minus running costs. Since allocations depend on
available link capacities and currently offered traffics, allocations must be re-evaluated in response
to changes. We refer to this process as VPN management (VPNM), other names include
bandwidth switching [1], capacity management [6], bandwidth management [13], and bandwidth
control [19].  

Besides the general appeal of a structured approach to traffic management, some of the motives
behind VPs and VPNs are: Reduced costs resulting from simplified transit exchanges; Faster call
handling by excluding intermediate node processing at set-up time; Improved traffic management
capabilities such as possibilities to redirect traffic in a congested or faulty network; A means for
providing customer-dedicated, closed VPNs. For B-ISDN type networks, we may additionally
gain simplified statistical multiplexing and grade of service control by grouping services into
service classes (SCs) according to their characteristics, e.g. average rate, peak rate and burst
length, and demands, e.g. loss, delay and jitter, and carrying each class on a separate VPN.

Capacity assignment and routing of VPs in VPNs is referred to as VPN management, VPNM.
VPNM can be regarded as the portion of traffic management that is carried out on the time scale
of hours. Our interest lies in devising automatic strategies for this task. VPNM must be supported
by efficient algorithms to compute VPN designs.  We have found such algorithms in
Ahn et al. [2], Clamtac et al. [7], Evans [8], Gersht et al. [10,15], Gopal et al. [12],
Herzberg [13], Lin et al. [16], Mase et al. [17], Medhi [18], Pióro et al. [20], Shioda [22],
Yokoi et al. [23], and Xiao et al. [24]. Some of the authors mentioned, have published a number
of papers in the area, the complete list of which we omit for reasons of space. Summing up on
these, it is found that:

&& Most algorithms handle bursty services by explicitly or implicitly presuming a linear relationship
between the capacity of a VP and its call carrying capability (linear equivalent bandwidth). In
general, this is not true, although, for certain sources and a large number of simultaneous
connections, it may be a good approximation. 

& Most algorithms explicitly or implicitly presume the existence of predefined paths or sets of
paths for all VPs. Deciding on paths in advance may be complicated and imposes unnecessary



Figure 1    VPN management structure.

restrictions to the optimization problem. Moreover, very large data bases are required to be
prepared for various situations of outages and unbalanced loads. 

& Most algorithms optimize carried traffic or spare capacity but do not consider any costs for
design alterations. When it comes to overall optimality from the point of view of an operator,
it is the total performance that counts, i.e. carried traffic minus management costs.  

& Some algorithms produce real valued solutions which are not immediately useful in
SDH/SONET-networks.

The current work focuses on an algorithm that does not require linear equivalent bandwidth nor
predefined paths, that produces integer valued solutions, and for which the optimization function
can be chosen arbitrarily. The algorithm is based on simulation and does not guarantee that the
final solution is a global optimum. On the other hand, the optimum guaranteed by some of the
algorithms above need not be a truly global one since it is restricted by a fixed set of paths. The
importance of such restrictions is hard to estimate, but it is known that unrestricted, dynamic path
selection is vital to network performance for dynamic call routing [11],  i.e. on level two of our
model. Another important issue when it comes to optimality is computation time: Because of
continuous traffic changes, the optimality is tied to the traffics when the computation started and
thus no longer valid if traffics have changed during the time spent on computation.

2   Problem formulation

We consider the VPN where each VP carries a designated service class. The number of VCs
associated with a VP depends on the VP capacity. This dependence is not necessarily linear and
is different for a different services. The rate of traffic offered to the VP changes at fixed time
intervals. The number of intervals is limited so the traffic forms a profile, repeated cyclically (one
cycle normally covers a day or a week). VPN redesign is carried out at the Network Management
Center on every cycle and implemented if profitable. The control structure is shown on Fig. 1.

The optimization problem constituting a single stage of  the VPN design can be formulated in
terms of the multicommodity network flows, following the formulation of  [20].



Let D be the set of traffic demands. Each traffic demand d�D is characterized by its:

• v(d) and w(d) - the end nodes
• s(d)�S - the service class
• �(d) - required GOS (maximum allowed blocking probability for the calls of d)
• A(d) - offered traffic (call arrival intensity times the call mean holding time).
• P(d) - set of admissible paths for demand d.

In the paper we assume that VPs can be established for each pair of nodes (called origin-
destination pair of nodes) and for each service class. We also assume that sets P(d) do not have
to be predefined i.e. there is a possibility of on-line (dynamic) path searching.

Let E denote  the set of links of considered multigraph G. Each link e�E has a fixed capacity c(e)
expressed in capacity units. A capacity unit is defined as a rate [cells/sec] large enough to carry
a call of any service class from the set of all service classes S. With each s�S there is associated
a function f (i) (i=0,1,2,...) returning the maximum number of calls of class s that can be supporteds

by i capacity units on a link, i.e. the number of virtual circuits carried on i capacity units on one
VP. A feasible state (flow allocation) is defined by finding for each traffic demand d�D the
capacity y(d,p) (expressed in capacity units) of its VP on each path p�P(d), so that the total
capacity of the VPs of d, expressed in virtual circuits, is sufficient to satisfy GOS, i.e.

× ( �  f (y(d,p)),A(d)) � �(d)p�P(d) s(d)

and that for no link e the resulting number of capacity units allocated to it exceeds its capacity c(e)
(×(#,# ) denotes the Erlang loss formula). The problem can be stated as follows: given the initial
state (previous VPN design), current set of traffic demands D and current set of links E, find a
feasible state (flow allocation) maximizing the cost function defined as a revenue from traffic
carried over the network minus the previous VPN design rearrangement costs.

The formulated problem is a capacitated non-linear integer-valued multicommodity flow problem
[5] and as such is NP-complete [9]. 

3   Simulated Allocation

Below we summarize the Simulated Allocation (SA) algorithm (for detailed reference and other
SA applications see [20][21]). For each traffic demand d�D we compute a minimum number t(d)
of virtual circuits such that

(t(d),A(d)) � �(d).

Clearly, t(d) is the minimum number of virtual circuits required to carry the traffic A(d) with the
required GOS. Remember that y(d,p) denotes the number of capacity units allocated to a VP from
demand d, established on path p�P(d). Then we can introduce the (finite) state space Y with the
states of the form:

y = (y(d,p), d�D, p�P(d)).



To solve the stated problem we generate a trajectory of a discrete-time Markov chain with a state
space defined above. Suppose the trajectory is in state y in step i. The state  y  in step i+1 cani i+1

be determined by the two possible actions:

& allocation of a capacity unit to a VP from demand d with probability q
& deallocation of a capacity unit from a selected VP with probability 1-q.

Let x(d,y) denote the number of virtual circuits of traffic demand d allocated in state y, i.e. x(d,y)=
�  f (y(d,p)). The selection of demand d for capacity unit allocation is random withp�P(d) s(d)

probability proportional to the distribution of quantities max ( t(d)-x(d,y), 0). On allocation one
capacity unit is allocated (added) to the VP on an accessible path between v(d) and w(d).
Accessible path is defined as the path from P(d) with all links having at least one free capacity
unit. The final path is chosen from the set of admissible paths according to some  selection rule,
usually reflecting the cost criterion by considering the impact of a capacity unit allocation on the
value of the objective function. The allocation path can be also found dynamically, for example
by the Dijkstra shortest path algorithm with a properly defined link cost metric. If there is no
accessible path the allocation request is rejected. Deallocation of a capacity unit is made at
random. The trajectory is terminated if the target number of VCs is allocated for all traffic
demands or some iteration limit is exceeded.

The Markov chain described above is called an allocation chain. For realistic allocation rules the
characterization of the state space is rather straightforward and the chain is irreducible. A state
y is said to be feasible if x(d)�t(d) for all d�D and for no edge e�E its capacity c(e) is exceeded.
We assume that a feasible state exists.

The number of steps to reach any feasible state (first passage time to the set of feasible states)
from a fixed initial state is a random variable called allocation time and denoted by T. Notice that
T is finite with probability 1, and so is its expected value. This last quantity is called allocation
effort and is denoted by F. Suppose that the total number of capacity modules to be allocated is
known and denoted by N. Assuming that the Markov chain trajectory starts from scratch and no
allocation attempt is rejected it can be shown that the allocation effort F is bounded by N/(2q-1),
for q>0.5.

The value of allocation probability q is the SA parameter and its selection influences the
algorithm performance and behavior. The possibility of capacity module deallocation provides the
algorithm with a potential to overcome the local minima of the problem and is considered essential
for the effectiveness of the method.

One important operation possibly increasing the effectiveness of SA is the so-called reflecting
barrier. The barrier is a batch of capacity unit disconnections. It can be executed with different
strategies. One of them can be for example the attempt of barrier execution at each step of
allocation trajectory, accepted with some (relatively low) probability. A different approach is the
unconditional execution after fixed number of consequent allocation attempt rejections. The
disconnections during barrier execution can be also done in different ways. You can for example
disconnect the capacity units on all routes traversing the selected set of links seizing the capacity
allocated on these links to zero as well as disconnect randomly the fixed (or again random)
number of allocated capacity units. The choice of barrier execution strategy should be preceded
by some experiments on the effectiveness of different approaches as it is hard to determine the
right choice beforehand.



Figure 2   10-node network.

4   Application of SA to VPNM

The SA algorithm adapted to VPN management has the following properties. The allocation chain
trajectory starts from an existing solution (not from scratch) which is the VPN design from
previous optimization stage. Routes for VPs are found dynamically on each capacity unit
allocation attempt. The search uses Dijkstra shortest path algorithm with link cost (length) defined
as 1+1/u(e) , where u(e) denotes the amount of free capacity on link e. Such a metric seems to2

effectively maximize the revenue from the traffic carried over the network.

However, the cost function has the second factor also. The gain from VPN re-design can be
denoted as ��A - R  , where ��A is the revenue from carried traffic increase and R  denotes thec c

VPN reconfiguration costs. The following elements of VPN reconfiguration cost are taken into
account: VP capacity change on existing route, modification of existing route (or new route
establishment), cost of calls in progress moved to another route and cost associated with calls
rerouted over tandem nodes or cleared.

To indirectly minimize the second factor of the cost function the operation called the nonbase
paths blocking is introduced. Nonbase path for demand d is a route between its end nodes that
is not present in the set of paths used in previous VPN design. Nonbase path blocking means that
any attempt to allocate the first capacity unit on such a path can be accepted only with some
probability, called the nonbase path acceptance level. This probability is then the second
parameter of the SA algorithm and its influence on SA effectiveness will be investigated in the
next section.

5   The numerical example

The considered network is depicted on Figure 2. It consists of 10 nodes and 18 edges with
capacity varying from 189 to 1260 capacity units. One unit of capacity corresponds to VC-12 in
SDH and all physical links are multiples of STM-1.



There are two classes of traffic. The first service class corresponds to voice and the second one
is intended to model the frame relay.

Voice Peak rate: 64 kbps
Activity: 100 %
Buffer:      -
Equivalent circuits: linear

Frame relay Peak rate: 2.048 Mbps
Activity: 25 %
Buffer: 10 frames
Equivalent circuits: model by [3].

There are 5 traffic patterns repeated cyclically. The pattern is constituted by the demand matrix
for all 90 node pairs in the network and all service classes. The cost model, as it was mentioned,
takes into account the following cost factors: existing VP capacity change, existing route
modification or new route establishment, moving a call in progress into another route and
rerouting it  over a tandem node. There are two cost models considered:

& model A, with cost coefficients respectively: 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 5.0,
& model B, with cost coefficients: 0.5, 1.0, 5.0, 10.0.

As a stand alone optimization method SA can produce results superior to the simple allocation
scheme [20]. Simple allocation is a deterministic greedy algorithm which at each step finds
demand d and path p maximizing the increase in traffic carried provided a capacity unit is
allocated to demand d on path p. However, it is also the only algorithm having some advantages
of SA, like dynamic path generation and the ability to use a nonlinear cost function. It also
guarantees a solution after a finite number of iterations. SA is a non-deterministic algorithm and
its performance depends on the trajectory length. The important issue is then the SA behavior as
a part of real-time application, with a time limit.

On Fig. 3 the preliminary simulation results are presented. As can be seen, the average gain over
a number of cycles dynamically increases with trajectory length at the beginning period, but tends
to stabilize with time, which means that we can be somewhere near the optimal solution. The
stabilization is faster for cost model B which is "tighter” and it seems that after some early
profitable changes in VP configuration there is no further improvement. In cost model A there is
much more place for profitable VPN design changes and the stabilization of a gain curve is much
slower. The dynamic increase in beginning period and a tend to stabilization assures the possibility
that a good solution can be found in a limited number of trajectory steps
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Figure 3    The average gain vs number of SA steps.

Figure 4   The average gain vs nonbase path acceptance level (np).

On Fig. 4 the average gain vs nonbase path acceptance level (np) is presented. As can be seen, in
cost model B (the more restrictive one) the nonbase path blocking makes the algorithm much
more efficient. In the presented case the best solution can be found when all nonbase paths are
rejected (np=0). In model A, reconfiguration is associated with less cost. Decreasing the value of
np from 1 (all paths accepted) to 0.6 slightly increases the algorithm performance but further
decrease of np leads to severe performance loss introduced by limitations on the solution space.
These results indicate that the greater is the reconfiguration cost, the more nonbase path blocking
can possibly help. However, is it's not easy to give an advice on the right choice of np and it
should be the subject of further investigation.



6   Conclusions

We have presented the VP configuration control structure and a new algorithm for VPN design
calculation. The algorithm is based on the Simulated Allocation method - a stochastic, heuristic
approach to the discrete optimization problems. The preliminary numerical results illustrate the
effectiveness of the SA scheme in the real-time network management environment. However,
more exhaustive testing of the algorithm is needed to prove its efficiency and to obtain a
possibility to give some guidance on the right choice of the proposed solution method parameters.
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